24/06/2019
Dear Parents
Re: Year 7 Activity Day: Warner Bros, Studios, Harry Potter World, Friday 28th June 2019
As the Year 7 Activity Day approaches, I wanted to take this opportunity to give you some additional information
regarding this planned off-site opportunity. The day will run as follows:





8.40-9.15
9.15
9.30
10.30*





11.00-14.45
15.00
16.00-16.30*

Registration in form groups
Register in coach groups, with the allocated coach staff, at the back of Boarding
Depart RGS
Arrive at Warner Bros. Studios, get into small groups for the Studio Tour.
Enter the Tour and check in
TOUR including lunch, and the shop.
Depart Warner Bros. Studios.
Arrive back at RGS, collection by parents.

*subject to traffic
Boys can wear their own clothes (smart casual) but, if rain is forecast, will need to bring a waterproof jacket as
there are parts of the experience that are outside. I would also advise that boys bring a packed lunch. There is a
café but the queue is always excessively long and there may be limited time. Boys may also wish to bring some
spending money for the shop at the end of the Studio Tour.
I do advise that valuables are left at home and that boys make sure they bring any medication (inhalers etc) if
they usually carry it and take travel sickness pills if they need to. Boys will not require any books, planners or writing
equipment so they should not bring these. Please be particularly careful not to bring any sharp objects such as
scissors or a compass, as they have been taken away when bags are searched which slows down our entrance into
the Studio and we cannot guarantee they will be correctly reunited with their owner.
Boys should arrive at their designated form room at the normal time for registration and the coaches will leave
sharply at 9.30 so please let the School know as early as possible if your son is absent on the day.
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.
Best regards
Mrs R.A. Gilyeat
Subject Leader for PSHCE, Teacher of Drama and English
rag@rgshw.com
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